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The swim bladder is crucial to underwater robots to enhance their

overall performance and to expand their range of motion. However,

previous attempts to incorporate this function have failed or have

adopted mechanical swim bladders with high-disturbances. This

study presents an entirely soft swim bladder capable of controlling

buoyancy selectively and noiselessly, making it applicable to sensitive

underwater environments. The soft swim bladder, which consists of

an elastic cover layer, flexible heating elements, and three expandable

pouches filled with low boiling point fluid, can express four modes of

motion by varying buoyancy: sinking, suspending, rising, and fast-

rising. The varying buoyancy is achieved through liquid–vapor phase

transition of the fluid in the selected pouches when Joule heated

above its boiling temperature. Moreover, the swim bladder is integrated

with a shape memory alloy-based fishtail to form a soft fish robot. The

synergy between the bladder and the tail allows the robot to explore a

total of ten disparate modes of maneuvers, and their dynamic perfor-

mance has been evaluated. The results of this study present the

potential for the soft swim bladder to be utilized in any underwater

robotic applications to enhance their swimming performance.

Introduction

Marine environments have been of great interest to many
researchers due to their biodiversity and rich resources.1,2 This
growing interest has led to a demand for versatile underwater
robots that are capable of carrying out a wide range of duties,3–5

particularly observation. As a consequence, remotely operated
vehicles and autonomous underwater vehicles were developed
to swim alongside wildlife4,6 to accomplish advanced under-
water observation. These robots, however, are typically built by
assemblies of rigid components such as motors, pumps, and
gears,7 displaying an overall foreign look that prevents

capturing marine life in their most natural behavior. The bulk
and high-noise properties of rigid robots are likely to disturb
the surroundings, thereby limiting their use in sensitive environ-
ments. Since close-up observation requires more low-profile and
low-disturbance characteristics, a generation of soft robots
using biomimicry has surfaced. These alternative soft robots are
mainly actuated with the use of smart materials,8–15 which enables
a smooth, continuous motion that accurately mimics real-life
animals. This feature allows for better blending of the robot to
its environment, giving rise to an upgraded level of observation at a
new angle that cannot be achieved using traditional rigid robots.

Previous underwater exploration robots have utilized various
methods such as jumping,16 walking,17,18 jetting,19,20 and
swimming21–23 to achieve motion underwater. These robots,
however, are confined to functioning only at a specified depth
such as the seabed, mid-water, or water surface and are unable
to control their depth in water. Considering the unpredictable nature
of the marine habitat, robots with depth controlling mechanisms
have an edge in adapting to such environments.5,24–27 For some
robots that require a rigorous temperature range to function
properly, depth control is mandatory for location at the right
depth and temperature. Besides, complicated geographical
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New concepts
We pioneer the use of the principle of liquid–vapor phase transition to
design a depth control mechanism for underwater robotic applications.
The function of the mechanism is achieved through volume change from
Joule heating-induced phase transition of the low boiling point fluid
inside the buoyancy pouch. Like the swim bladder found in bony fish
which allows efficient depth control, the equivalent is necessary for
underwater robots to add diversity to their range of motion. While
previous studies incorporated this function through assemblies of
complex rigid components that require large space and peripherals, our
proposed method is based on a simple principle that consists entirely of
soft materials. This study highlights the effective control of depth
demonstrated through a soft fish robot. The result of this work opens a
new avenue for a simple depth control mechanism in underwater
biomimetic applications that benefit from soft materials.
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features that include underwater tunnels, water ice, valleys, and
coral reefs also reinforce the need for a depth control system for
a robot to avoid these obstacles precisely and safely.5,28,29

These compelling reasons for the need for such a mechanism
have led to the development of underwater robots that can
control their vertical location. However, many previous mechanisms
have limitations that restrict their use in certain situations. For
example, underwater fish robots that utilize pectoral fins to
generate upward-lifting force in water require extra space and
cannot function suitably in tight surroundings.30–33 Besides,
controlling the gas level to adjust the buoyancy requires the
use of gas pumps7,34,35 and complex mechanical elements36

such as a hydraulic cylinder, motor, and valve, which result in
a complex and tedious fabrication process as well as noise
disturbances in the environment.37–40 The use of external
structures such as fins and wings entails other components
that add size to the overall system,30,33,41 causing limitations on
applications in an obstacle-filled underwater environment. In
addition, the use of rigid components in the previously mentioned
studies makes them unsuitable for biomimetic soft robotic
applications.9,42 In contrast, the buoyancy control system based
on liquid–vapor phase transition materials proposed in this work
is eco-friendly and consists entirely of soft structures, which

therefore can serve as a solution to problems found in prior
studies.

In this study, a bioinspired soft swim bladder for under-
water applications was proposed using liquid–vapor phase
transition capable of selectively varying buoyancy force. This
function enables underwater robots to express different modes
of motion including sinking, suspending, and rising. Using a
material that can easily change phase between liquid and vapor
by Joule heating or cooling enables the soft swim bladder to
exhibit various states such as positive, neutral, and negative
buoyancy. A soft swim bladder was fabricated consisting of
three buoyancy pouches filled with low boiling point fluid,
flexible heating elements, and an elastic cover layer. Its
dynamic properties were analyzed based on the number of
working buoyancy pouches. As a demonstration, the bladder
was integrated with a shape memory alloy (SMA)-based fishtail
to construct a soft fish robot, and the synergy between the
bladder and the tail enables a total of ten disparate modes of
maneuvers of the fish robot. The dynamic performance of the
fish robot was then evaluated, which included swimming
forward, vertically, and diagonally under different actuation
patterns. This study demonstrates the use of an inflatable soft
swim bladder to adjust the buoyancy force to control the depth

Fig. 1 Working principle and concept design of the soft swim bladder. (A) A fish can adjust its depth in water by controlling and changing the
volume of the swim bladder to generate positive, neutral, and negative buoyancy for rising, suspending, and sinking, respectively. (B) Schematic of
the pouch filled with low boiling point fluid capable of expanding its volume via phase transition of the fluid from liquid to vapor when Joule heated
above its boiling temperature. The pouch contracts to its original state through rapid free cooling in water. (C) Four different configurations of the
soft swim bladder (mode I sinking, mode II suspending, mode III rising, and mode IV fast-rising), consisting of three pouches that can be actuated
separately.
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of an underwater robot without the requirement of complex
and rigid mechanical elements.

Results and discussion

Many bony fish can freely control depth in water using their
swim bladder, an internal gas-filled organ that can adjust the
amount of gas within,43,44 as seen in Fig. 1A. This function
allows a fish to maintain its position in a neutral buoyancy state
when its average density is equivalent to the water density.
Furthermore, negative or positive buoyancy causes the body to
sink or rise when the body density becomes greater or lower than
that of water, once the swim bladder is contracted or expanded.
To mimic the function of this biological organ, the robotic soft
swim bladder proposed in this work operates on liquid–vapor
phase transition principles in inflatable buoyancy pouches to
control the buoyant force. The inflatable buoyancy pouch was
filled with a phase transition material (engineered fluid with a
low boiling point), which rapidly expands when heated above its
boiling point through the embedded flexible heating elements
(Fig. 1B). Conversely, when a buoyancy pouch filled with vapor is
free cooled to the liquid state below its boiling point, it quickly
contracts. The two reversible processes are used to control
buoyancy by altering density in a sealed soft pouch due to the
change in volume while maintaining the same weight. Two states
of the pouch are used in this study, that is, a fully expanded state
with maximum deformation and a fully contracted state without
deformation; their intermediate state is not considered. The soft
swim bladder is designed with three identical buoyancy pouches
for generating different buoyant forces, as shown in Fig. 1C.
The three identical pouches in the swim bladder allow the
configuration of four modes: sinking, suspending, rising, and
fast-rising, depending on the number of working pouches.

The fabrication process of the proposed soft swim bladder is
described in Fig. 2A. The process mainly includes the following

steps: heat-sealing of the thin films, injection of the engineered
fluid, and assembly of the swim bladder with all other functional
components including flexible heating elements and the
polymer-based elastic cover. Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
was chosen as the material for the thin sealable film mainly due
to its rapid heat transfer from the heating element, high-
temperature resistance, and relatively low permeability coefficient.
The engineered fluid with a boiling point of 49 1C was chosen as
the phase-transition material for two main reasons. The first is its
significant volume change by two orders of magnitude, and the
next reason is its low boiling temperature compared to that of
water, which also falls well within the working temperature range
of TPU. The main properties of the engineered fluid are summarized
in Table S1 (ESI†). Elastic covers were used to properly adjust the
heat transfer between the pouch set and the surrounding water.
The detailed fabrication process is described in the ESI.† The
schematics of the cross-sections of the fabricated soft swim
bladder before and after full expansion are described in Fig. 2B.

The first step was to evaluate the effect of the dimensions of
one buoyancy pouch on its maximum expansion deformation.
To do so, the length of the pouch was fixed at 30 mm and the
width was varied from 5 mm to 15 mm in 1 mm increments (the
upper inset of Fig. 3A). The maximum expansion deformation
perpendicular to the sealing plane was measured for each
pouch after immersing the pouch in hot water of 60 1C for
instant expansion. Both the experimental and modeling results
are illustrated (Fig. 3A and Fig. S1, ESI†). One can see that the
relationship between the maximum expansion deformation of
the pouch and the pouch width is approximately linear.
Besides, to investigate the effect of external pressure on pouch
expansion, that is, to find the operating depth range of the
proposed mechanism, the maximum expansion deformation of
the buoyancy pouch was tested under different pressure con-
ditions (Fig. 3B). Results show that the maximun deformation
rapidly decreased as the applied pressure was increased.
Hence, the operating depth of the buoyancy pouch with less

Fig. 2 Fabrication process of the soft swim bladder. (A) Two TPU films are first sealed using an impulse sealer, leaving one side open for injecting fluid.
Each pouch is then filled with a certain volume of liquid–vapor convertible fluid, and all pouches are sealed. After preparing the complete pouches, the
flexible heating elements are pasted to both surfaces of the pouch set using double-sided silicone tape. Finally, the assembly is covered with a thin elastic
cover. (B) Schematics of the cross-section of the fabricated swim bladder composed of three pouches before and after actuation.
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influence of pressure is defined in this study to be within 5 m
(i.e., corresponding to 50 kPa) which is the depth of relatively
shallow waters like rivers and lakes.

The heating and cooling times required to expand or contract
the buoyancy pouch depend on the rate of heat transfer through
the elastic cover, which is mainly determined by its thickness.
For a quantitative measure, the cooling and heating times with
elastic covers of thicknesses 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 1.5 mm were
measured in water of 21 1C when an electrical current of 0.8 A
was applied to the heating elements. If not specified, all the
follow-up experiments performed in water in this study were
conducted at the same water temperature. Fig. 3C shows the
times required to achieve maximum inflated deformation and
restoration to the original state through free cooling for different
values of thickness. The results show that longer heating and
cooling times were required for greater thickness since the lower
heat-transfer rate slows down heat dissipation to ambient water.
To achieve both a rapid heating and cooling time, the thickness
of 1 mm was selected, resulting in a heating rate of 2.5 s and a
cooling rate of 3.5 s.

To optimize the current applied to heat the fluid via Joule
heating, the internal temperatures of the identical samples
were measured for 60 s. The recorded peak temperatures were
60, 74, 106, 122, and 169 1C for 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 A,
respectively (Fig. 3D). The calculated working life as a function
of the applied current shows a marked decrease, recording

approximately 27 h for 0.6 A, 16 h for 0.7 A, 8 h for 0.8 A,
and 4 h for 0.9 A (Fig. 3E). It is worth noting that the peak
temperature at 0.9 A was nearly 120 1C, which is close to the
theoretical heat distortion temperature of the TPU. Continuous
heat application at this current resulted in quick failure of
the pouch.

Hence, to enhance the working life of the pouches, the
current intensity was weakened once the maximum deformation
was reached, to prevent prolonged heating at extreme tempera-
tures. Consequently, a customized current signal was designed
to actuate each pouch rapidly and safely to its full deformation.
This approach was accomplished by first applying 0.9 A for 3 s to
inflate the pouch rapidly, followed by a drop in current to 0.6 A to
maintain the fully inflated deformation by keeping the internal
temperature at around 60 1C. Fig. 3F presents the temperature
change rate for the applied customized current signal during the
continuous operation of the pouches. It is worth noting that
continuous application of current is not required to drive the soft
swim bladder when adjusting the depth underwater. Even for the
suspending mode, which is achieved through the expanded state
of a single pouch, it is not necessary to continuously actuate one
buoyancy pouch exclusively. Rather, the methodology of alternately
actuating the three pouches after a certain period prevents any
pouch from extended heat exposure that degrades the working life.
Additional experiments were conducted with a customized current
cycle that included cooling to calculate a more practical working

Fig. 3 Optimization of the buoyancy pouch that includes an elastic cover and heating elements. (A) Comparison of the experimental and modeling results for
maximum expansion deformation for different pouch widths. The upper inset shows the schematic of the buoyancy pouch with its main dimensions and the bottom
inset shows the experimental and modeling results for a fully inflated pouch with a width of 8 mm. The scale bar is 10 mm. (B) The expansion deformation of the pouch
with a fixed dimension of 8 mm in width and 30 mm in length for varied applied external pressure. The inset shows the schematic of the experimental setup. (C)
Heating and cooling times required to achieve maximum inflated deformation of the buoyancy pouch with different thicknesses of the elastic cover in the water at
21 1C. (D) The internal temperature of the pouch changes with time under different currents. The temperature was measured using an embedded thermal sensor as
shown in the inset. (E) Working time of the pouch when different currents are continuously applied. (F) Customized current pattern to maintain the maximum inflated
deformation of the pouch by keeping the internal temperature at 60 1C. The input current of 0.9 A was applied for 3 s, followed by the drop in current to 0.6 A.
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life, and the results show that the working life was increased by
several times (Fig. S2, ESI†).

The working life of the pouch is also affected by the perme-
ability of the TPU film. To examine the degree of penetration of
the engineered fluid through the TPU at both phases, the
changes in weight of the fluid-containing pouch were measured
over time at two different temperatures of 21 1C and 60 1C
(Fig. S3, ESI†). The results illustrate that the weight change was
negligible when the engineered fluid was maintained at the
liquid phase at 21 1C. On the other hand, the weight of the
expanded pouch above the boiling point at 60 1C showed a
steady decline over time, preserving approximately 85% of the
initial weight after around 70 h. However, applying continuous
heat for an extended period is a highly unlikely scenario, since
the operation of the swim bladders will consist of current cycles
with intermittent cooling periods, which keeps the fluid in the
liquid phase. Besides, to compensate for the loss at high
temperatures, the amount of the fluid filled in the pouch
is much larger than the amount of fluid required for the
maximum expansion. Therefore, the effects of fluid loss
through penetration in the soft swim bladder are only minimal.

The robotic soft swim bladder consists of three buoyancy
pouches with overall dimensions of 40 � 50 � 2 mm (width �
length � thickness) with a weight of about 5 g (Fig. S4, ESI†). The
swim bladder can express four different configurations, including
one initial state and three different inflated states including one,
two, and three inflated pouches, corresponding to the four
different modes of motion (Fig. 1C and 4A). The three inflated
configurations were achieved by selectively Joule heating one, two,
and three pouches, respectively, and the buoyancy forces were
measured for each of the configurations. The experimental setup
is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4B, in which the swim bladder was
fixed to a load cell using a cable through a pulley that can freely
rise vertically corresponding to the generated buoyancy. An adjus-
table float was attached to the swim bladder to counteract its
gravity so that the initial buoyancy is zero without any inflated
pouches. To measure the maximum buoyancy at their fully
expanded states, the current of 0.9 A was applied for 5 s. The
relationship between the maximum buoyancy of the swim bladder
and the number of working pouches was approximately linear, as
the measured values were around 12.5 mN, 24.5 mN, and 36.4 mN
for one, two, and three working pouches (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 4 Dynamic performance of the soft swim bladder. (A) Fabricated swim bladder consisting of three buoyancy pouches capable of obtaining four
different configurations, one initial state and three inflated states with one, two, and three inflated pouches. All scale bars are 5 mm. (B) Measured
buoyancy force of the swim bladder for different numbers of working pouches and an inset of the experimental setup. (C) Measured displacement–time
curves for a swim bladder with one, two, and three working pouches at a fixed running distance of 30 cm and an inset of the experimental setup. (D) The
experimental results for the instantaneous velocity of the swim bladder for different numbers of working pouches.
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The behavioral properties of the swim bladder for rising or
sinking were determined by the generated buoyant force. To
further investigate the performance of the swim bladder, the
instantaneous velocity was experimentally calculated for one,
two, and three working pouches. All experiments were conducted
in the water at a fixed running distance of 30 cm and the
measured data were calculated based on frames from the

recorded video, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4C. The measured
displacement–time curves are shown in Fig. 4C. The elapsed time
for one, two, and three working pouches was around 1.1 s, 1.6 s,
and 2.1 s, respectively. The experimental instantaneous velocities
in the vertical direction for different numbers of working pouches
are illustrated in Fig. 4D. Results show that the instantaneous
velocity for all cases rapidly increases at first, and then converges

Fig. 5 Performance of the soft fish robot. (A) Schematic of the cross-section of the fish robot indicating its main components and their relative positions.
(B) Measured terminal velocities of four different modes of vertical motions of the fish robot in the water: sinking, suspending, rising, and fast-rising using
zero, one, two, and three working pouches, respectively. (C) Actuation patterns of the swim bladder and fishtail for a total of ten disparate modes of
maneuvers of the fish robot (D) as follows: (i) rising, (ii) fast-rising, (iii) suspending, (iv) sinking, (v) rising-swimming, (vi) fast-rising-swimming,
(vii) swimming-sinking, (viii) diagonal rising, (ix) diagonal fast-rising, and (x) diagonal sinking. The sub-figures with the same Roman numerals in
(C and D) indicate that both are pairs. The scale bar is 30 mm.
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to an approximately stable velocity (154.3 mm s�1, 201.3 mm s�1,
and 319.5 mm s�1, respectively), defined as the terminal velocity.
This is because the buoyant force at the beginning is greater than
the sum of the drag force exerted on the swim bladder and its
weight, and then the gradual increase in the drag force enables an
equilibrium to be achieved among these forces. It can be seen that
there is a positive correlation between the terminal velocity and
the number of working pouches. The findings of this experiment
demonstrate that easy control of the depth is achieved by
increasing or decreasing the number of working pouches to vary
the buoyancy.

Here, the functionality of the robotic soft swim bladder was
demonstrated through integration into an SMA-based soft fish
robot mainly consisting of the head and tail parts (Fig. 5A and
Fig. S5, ESI†). The fish head was designed with an inner cavity
to accommodate the soft swim bladder and the adjustable
floats. Through modulating the floats, the overall density of
the robot was set to be slightly greater than that of water to
maintain neutral buoyancy when a single pouch of the bladder
was expanded. Consequently, such a modification of the overall
density of the robot allowed us to depend solely on the effects of
the swim bladder to control buoyancy for four different modes
of motion (Fig. 1C). The fishtail was actuated by an SMA-based
soft actuator containing two SMA wires that were alternately
actuated to achieve a side-to-side thrust of the caudal fin to
propel the fish robot forwards.8,45–48 Details on the fabrication
and control of the fish robot are explained in the ESI.†

To assess the rising and sinking capability of the fish robot,
its terminal velocities were measured for different numbers
of working pouches of the swim bladder. The terminal rising
velocities were measured at around 29.7 mm s�1 and 54.1 mm s�1

for two and three working pouches, respectively. Similarly, the
sinking mode was triggered if all the pouches were unexpanded, at
which the calculated terminal sinking velocity was around
32.5 mm s�1 (Fig. 5B). The customized actuation pattern of the
SMA-based caudal fin enabled the robot to achieve a forward
swimming speed of approximately 28.8 mm s�1, which is
described in the ESI.† The effects of the swim bladder and the
fishtail actuator were then combined with modifications of the
actuation pattern, which enabled a total of ten disparate modes of
maneuvers (Fig. 5C and D). The red and blue lines in the graphs in
Fig. 5C indicate the number of actuated pouches and the tail
actuation pattern, respectively. Each sub-number depicted in the
Roman numerals in Fig. 5C and D relates the control sequence of
each motion and the corresponding visualization.

Four different modes of vertical motions of the fish robot
characterized as sinking, suspending, rising, and fast-rising
were first obtained through the variation in the number of
working pouches (Fig. 5C and D from (i) to (iv) and Movie S1,
ESI†). The next two modes are rising-swimming and fast-rising-
swimming achieved by first utilizing two and three working
pouches, respectively, then maintaining at a single working
pouch to achieve neutral buoyancy, followed by tail actuation to
trigger forward movement (Fig. 5D(v), (vi) and Movie S2, ESI†).
The next mode defined as swimming-sinking is illustrated in
Fig. 5D(vii). In contrast to the prior modes, tail actuation was

executed while maintaining neutral buoyancy. Then, the swim
bladder was un-actuated to enable the fish robot to achieve a
sinking motion (Movie S3, ESI†). The remaining three modes
incorporate diagonal movements including diagonal rising
with two working pouches (Fig. 5D(viii) and Movie S4, ESI†),
diagonal fast-rising with three working pouches (Fig. 5D(ix) and
Movie S4, ESI†), and diagonal sinking with no working pouch
(Fig. 5D(x) and Movie S5, ESI†). These movements were realized
through simultaneous actuation of the swim bladder and the
tail. It can be observed that the rising angle of the diagonal fast-
rising movement is steeper than that of the diagonal rising
movement, with the respective rising angle values being 47.31
and 31.41 for each case. Similarly, the calculated sinking angle
was around 32.31 for the diagonal sinking movement.

Conclusions

This study developed a robotic soft swim bladder for underwater
applications based on liquid–vapor phase transition capable of
selective control of buoyancy. The swim bladder is composed
entirely of soft materials, without the use of complex mechanical
elements and rigid components. The swim bladder consists of
three identical pouches whose expanded deformation can be
independently triggered by Joule heating above its boiling tem-
perature. These three pouches enable the swim bladder to alter
its buoyancy to achieve four different configurations: sinking,
suspending, rising, and fast-rising. After integrating the soft
swim bladder into a soft fish robot, a total of ten disparate
modes of maneuvers of the fish robot can be accomplished by
combining the effects of the swim bladder and the actuation of
the fishtail. This capability enables the fish robot to successfully
maneuver in complex underwater environments.

Compared with other depth control mechanisms of under-
water robots in previous studies, the soft swim bladder
proposed in this study exhibits several promising qualities.
First, the use of a soft inflatable mechanism based on liquid–
vapor phase transition allows for a rapid volume expansion by
two orders of magnitude during vaporization, resulting in a
significant buoyancy change without using any complex com-
ponents. Second, the proposed soft swim bladder is free from
causing any noise and vibration disturbances to allow better
blending of the robot to sensitive marine environments.
Furthermore, the inherent softness together with the compact
and lightweight configuration of the swim bladder permits easy
integration into soft biomimetic robots. Besides, unlike fin-like
mechanisms that require external space, the proposed soft
swim bladder can be installed internally, which enables depth
control in tight surroundings. At the same time, some challenges
remain for the current design of the proposed mechanism,
including working life issues concerning heat accumulation
and film permeability. Also, for this study, the motion of the
soft swim bladder was controlled in a wired manner due to
difficulties associated with accommodating power source when
establishing an untethered system. Future works include extending
the working life of the soft swim bladder by applying different
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triggering strategies and adopting a vapor-blocking layer or chang-
ing the cover material to mediate the vapor penetration issue.
Lastly, we aim to develop a remote-controlled untethered robotic
system with closed-loop control to monitor and optimize the
pressure and generated heat to enhance performance.

Experimental section

Experimental procedures and additional data are available in
the ESI.†
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